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Summer Q,raduates urged to plan ahead 
By Michelle Young 
Reporter 
Because underenrolled summer school 
classes will be scrutinized closely this 
year, students expecting to graduate this 
summer are advised to play it safe. 
Dr. William Coffey, assistant vice presi-
dent for academic affairs, said, "If a stu-
dent needs to take a particular course to 
graduate this summer, we are asking 
he/ she to volunteer the information to 
the professor of the class." Coffey said 
this procedure could make a difference. 
"We're not considering cutting under-
'Raining' justice 
enrolled courses to save money; each 
course is based on the students' needs, 
not just money." 
Administrators and faculty senators 
met Saturday to determine guidelines 
for summer school. The guidelines include: 
(1) All professors teaching a 400/ 500 
course will be paid for teaching a single 
course. 
(2) Independent study, thesis direction, 
and student research will be assigned to 
department chairs to count toward three 
hours administrative time. To justify six 
hours pay, departmental chairs must 
teach at least one three-hour course in 
Photo by Greg Perry 
A permanent fixture on campus, the John Marshall bust, keeps dry under 
the protection of a student's umbrella. 
addition. 
(3) The deans will meet at the close of 
the first day's classes to determine the 
status of underenrolled courses. 
Underenrolled courses can be justified 
if: 
• A student needs the specific course to 
graduate that summer. 
• A required course is only offered dur-
ing the summer, cannot be substituted, 
and will not be offered again prior to the 
student's prospective graduation date. 
• A course because of its nature (e.g. a 
practicum or studio course) requires res-
tricted enrollment. 
Elevators going in; 
Asbestos going o~t 
as summer begins 
By Mary J . Lewis 
Special Correspondent 
Construction of Smith Hall's three 
new elevators begins on May 16 - two 
days after Commencement, according to 
the director of special services. 
In a memo dated April 29, Gene G . 
Kuhn stated that the $1.18 million pro-
ject will include asbestos removal and 
construction of a new stair landing. 
Carlton Construction Inc. of Charleston 
is in charge of the project. 
Asbestos will be removed because it 
would be exposed during construction, 
not because it is posing a problem now. 
The new entry and abatement will be 
completed on June 16. 
During the asbestos removal the air 
conditioner will not operate and power 
may be cut off during which Smith Hall 
will not be open. 
"We regret this inconvenience, but it is 
, a necessary evil that goes with progress," 
Kuhn said. 
Until June 16 people can enter only 
through the south side, which faces Old 
Main, or through the west entry to the 
Music Complex from Hal Greer Boulevard. 
Ramps for the handicapped at the 
west end of the Music Complex and the 
west end of the James E. Morrow Library 
will still be in use. 
SGA fights to keep money coming its way 
By Becky Gatehouse 
Reporter 
Using a two-front plan of attack, Stu-
dent Government Association has moved 
to ensure its sovereignty as sole govern-
ing body on campus and emerged victori-
ous. 
In response to reports that40 cents per 
student from student fees would be chan-
neled to the Graduate Student Associa-
tion or the soon-to-be formed Graduate 
Student and Professional Council, SGA 
members sent a resolution voicing their 
opposition to the plan to the Committee 
to Study Student Fees and the Board of 
Regents. 
The resolution, sponsored by College 
of Liberal Arts Sen. Randall E. Adkins, 
Huntington sophomore, was passed dur-
ing a special session of Student Senate 
last Thursday. It said SGA opposed giv-
ing the money collected from the fees 
paid by all students to an organization 
that represents only graduate students. 
Student Body President Melissa J. 
White, St. Albans junior, took the resolu-
tion to the student fees committee, while 
Adkins submitted a copy to a BOR repre-
sentative in Charleston. 
Adkins' move, done to place another 
road block in front of the plan, proved to 
be unnecessary. The committee added 
the 40 cents per student to SGA's budget, 
White said. The mon ey, estimated to 
total $3,000, will be a line item in SGA's 
budget allotted for research by graduate 
students and undergraduates, too. 
"It is more geared to graduate stu-
See SGA, Page 5 
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Editorials Commentaries Letters 
Guest Commentary Bad Moon a risin' 
Every news story needs a who, what, when, where, 
why and how. Every news story, that is, except for 
unflattering stories coming out of the Athletic Depart-
ment. The phenomenon of 'BIG HAIR' It's ironic that our newsroom is flooded with press 
releases touting the accomplishments of athletes and 
department officials, but when things go awry, mum's 
the word and not even Atilla the Hun could make 
department officials open their mouths. 
By Deborah Stiles 
Co-editor of Et Cetera 
I was feeling particularly mean this morning. I 
wanted to catch the paper carrier at the door of my attic 
garret, grab him by the front of his shirt and scream, 
"Look you idiot! I cancelled my subscription three 
months ago! I don't want any more papers. Stop thump-
ing my door with them every single morning at 5 a.m. 
and waking me up!" Or still better, I'd clear away the 
offensive newsprint, and write a nasty letter to William 
F. Buckley, who supported Joseph McCarthy (quick, 
history majors define McCarthyism) and has had the 
equally poor taste to slam (I won't say slander but, all 
right, I'm hinting) my candidate Jesse Jackson in two 
recent editorials. I say run dog shampoo ads instead of 
Buckley's stuff, you'd do more for humanity. 
But no, I decided instead of getting political or vio-
lently demonstrative I'd fret publicly about the trend 
that threatens to hurl us back to the beehive era, when 
men were men and women were women and hair was 
HAIR. You know what I'm talking about. We have an 
incredible number of women on this campus with their 
hair permanently waved, shaped, styled, teased and 
worn out to THERE all over. The dimensions are fan-
tastic. Hair like cotton candy in curls as if the carnival 
vendor went crazy and took too too many passes 
around the sugar wheel. Hence the term "BIG HAIR," 
which may be used interchangeably to describe the 
fashion or th e wearer of such, according to my high-
school-age friend, Heather, who h as observed an iden-
tical phenomenon at Vinson. 
What I first want to know is where it all came from. I 
mean, while I was struggling and stuttering through 
my final Intensive German class last fall, were these 
people all growing their hair? Or did it begin in the 
summer? There had to be some forethought and plan-
ning. Three-foot bangs don't just sprout up overnight. I 
guess I was more tangled up in school stuff than I 
thought. It seems as though one minute we had "ordi-
nary" proportions of hair on heads and then BOOM! 
Massive Auburn Explosion. And, for a couple of rea-
sons, I'm concerned. 
First of all, logistics. How can we hope to secure 
world peace (or at least passing grades in chemistry) if 
Notable Quotes 
There is no other life; life itself is only a vision and a 
dream for nothing exists but space and you. If there 
was an all-powerful God, he would have made all good, 
and no bad. 
Mark Twain 
(1835-1910) 
American novelist, essayist 
What I mean by Socialism is a condition of society in 
which there should be neither rich nor poor, neither 
master nor master's man, neither idle nor overworked, 
neither brain-sick brain workers, nor heart-sick hand 
workers, in a word, in which all men would be living in 
equality of condition, and would manage their affairs 
unwastefully, and with the full consciousness that 
harm to one would mean harm to all - the realization 
!lt last of the meaning of the word COMMON-WEALTH. 
William Morris 
(1834-1896) 
English artist, writer 
we can't think for lack of sleep? I'm sorry, but you can't 
party hearty until the wee hours and still get up the 
same hour my paper carrier's making his sadistic 
rounds to fix your BIG HAIR in time for an 8 a.m. class. 
It can't be done. But itis; 8 a.m. and they're therein the 
classroom, hair teased up to the light fixtures. It's 
amazing. Has the university installed traction-like 
systems in the dorm rooms so that the women with BIG 
HAIR can sleep without flattening anything? Sure 
would save time on getting ready in the morning. 
Maybe that's how they work the miracle. 
Also, I'm worried about the effects of BIG HAIR on 
the educational process. My friend Maria says she's 
flunking a class; she can't see the board where her 
professor makes his crucial points because she can't 
see over the HAIR of the woman in front of her. There 
should be a campaign to promote voluntary seating at 
the back of the classroom for all persons with hair 
higher than twelve inches. And, for their own protec-
tion, those with BIG HAIR should be given additional 
accident insurance by Marshall, as well as a form of 
liability proviso. What if a wasp flew into these tresses 
thinking it was home? My word - what about all the 
lighted cigarettes in Smith Hall? Aren't hairsprays 
highly volatile? Job hazards could become school 
hazards. I know of a 19-year-old who was injured in a 
mall in northcentral West Virginia when the west and 
east ends of her BIG HAIR simultaneously caught and 
cracked a kiosk she was working in. The three people 
she took along with the kiosk weren't too thrilled 
either. 
Well, okay, there are probably some of you out there 
reading this essay who've surmised there's just a tiny 
bit of envy at the root of this hair piece. Well, you're 
right, there is. I am jealous. A woman's hair, her crown 
and glory, all that. The closest. I get to BIG HAIR is 
when I'm too lazy to unbraid mine after I've done it up 
wet and sleep on it funny. I suppose I could get a perm, 
but then what's the next stage after the thing grows out 
- little-BIG h air? I'm always keenly aware of cause 
and effect, even in this newspaper carrier business. 
Suppose "Jim" (whom I've never seen) is a pseudonym, 
and I lie in wait for this pre-dawn confrontation to 
discover he is a she with BIG HAIR? Then, I could hope 
only that this issue of The Parthenon, like all of my 
subscription can cellation notices, goes unread by her. 
While this may be convenient, as the Church Lady 
would say, it also reeks like a outhouse on a hot, 
summer day. Ath letic Department officials seem to 
have amnesia when it comes to remembering who it is 
paying the bills. 
Marshall students pay athletic fees, purchase tickets 
and, by and large, keep the department afloat finan-
cially. It is these students who deserve to know what is 
going_ on in the department whether the news be good 
or bad. 
The most recent controversy following the revelation 
that the department's budget indeed was bleeding like 
a slashed jugular is Athletic Director Lee Moon's dis-
missal of several employees. 
Dismissed employees include Therese Twee), ticket 
manager and a 17-year veteran at Marshall; Carol 
Carrico, director of marketing and promotions; and 
Terry Shy, assistant track coach and assistant ticket 
manager. 
The Parthenon also has learned that Mac Yates, 
sports information director, has been given his walk-
ing papers. Both Yates and Moon are refusing to 
comment. 
In addition, it is rumored that Joe Wortham, busi-
ness manager, has been reassigned. A classified adver-
tisement published April 24 in The Herald-Dispatch 
sought applications for a business manager at Marshall. 
While Moon discussed this situation with other local 
media, he refused to discuss it with The Parthenon. 
Not only did Moon refuse to talk about the dismis-
sals, he was rude and obnoxious to the reporter work-
ing on the story. After spending more than 90 minutes 
outside Moon's office waiting to talk to him, Moon 
emerged and indicated he had nothing to say. The 
reporter, after arguing it was not fair to talk to other 
media and not the student newspaper, then had the 
door literally shut in her face. 
We understand Moon is making some diffucult deci-
sions, but wasn't handling the media supposed to be 
his forte? 
Moon's actions were inappropriate. We suggest he 
find his manners and play straight. After all, secrecy 
led to the Athletic Department's problems in the first 
place. 
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For seven semesters I pushed away that nagging 
feeling that student teaching was impending like a 
tidal wave on my tranquil college sea. 
When the tidal wave came down upon me this semes-
ter, I was extremely nervous. After the waters settled, I 
found myself afloat at Barboursville High School. 
Fifteen weeks and hundreds of hours later, I'm 
almost ready to set sail from Barboursville a changed 
person. 
Sure, I had to spend last Sunday alone in my apart-
ment with my girlfriend drawing arthropods as a stu-
dent teaching bulletin board assignment. 
Yes, I had to grade tons of papers and could probably 
qualify for an apprentice accountant after averaging 
six weeks grades and adding up days absent, non-
member and cumulative days absent. 
Okay, I yanked out dozens of crayfish hearts, pulled 
back the upper lips on several earthworms and learned 
that snake handling is not just for certain religious 
affiliations. But those were just small things that 
helped make up my student teaching. 
The most important thing I've learned is how to 
teach students. There's something deeply moving about 
teenagers actually caring for you and sincerely wish-
ing you weren't going away. I'll miss them all. 
However, my happy feelings now do not reflect the 
thoughts I had midway through my experience. 
There was a revelation one day in class as I strained 
my ears listening for the high-pitched beep of a manual 
filmstrip projector. As I turned the knob on the projec-
tor, I noticed a little number on the filmstrip that told 
me I had turned that knob some 70 times that one 
period alone and that I would have to turn it many 
many more times before it would be over. 
There is symbolism in that filmstrip projector. Just 
as I turned that knob some 70-some times, I had to put 
in those 60-some days at Barboursville. Just as the 
filmstrip was interesting in some spots and deadly dull 
in others so was my student teaching experience. 
Because of all the horror stories one hears I thought 
student teaching would be more like combat duty. For-
tunately I was lucky enough to receive great students. I 
enjoyed working with them and they even made me 
laugh. But only after I discovered that I didn't have to 
be offended if everything wasn't perfect. Life never is. 
There was actually one point when I couldn't wait for 
my classes to start, because I was having so much fun. 
However, no matter how great your day has been it 
can be ruined if that last class doesn't go just right. 
It is so difficult to describe what it feels like when you 
see learning sparked in a student. A spark that you put 
in them! There's that special teacher/ student relation-
ship when the teacher knows the student is busting his 
butt to do a good job and the student knows the teacher 
is going that extra mile to be helpful. It's h ard to 
explain, but it's one of the greatest feelings in the 
world. 
So for all you education majors with student teach-
ing hanging over your head, don't worry about it. It can 
be one of the best experiences in your life if you can 
steer clear of the filmstrip projector. 
Man can live his truth , his deepest truth, but he 
cannot speak it. It is for this reason that love becomes 




Archie uses intimidation to 
dodge relevent questions 
I've always heard that who Gov. Arch Moore Jr. 
can' t outsmart, he outshouts. April 27 I saw him put 
principle into practice. 
J erry A. Tighe, a Democrat from Wheeling running 
for the Senate seat that gubernatorial candidate Dan 
"Campaign Slogan"Tonkovich will vacate, challenged 
Moore on a few statistics at Moore's appearance before 
a College Republican meeting. The following are a few 
excerpts from the conversation. 
Tighe was trying to ask Moore a question about 
unemployment statistics and Moore repeatedly inter-
rupted him until Tighe said, "Let me finish my question." 
The long-winded Moore replied, "Oh, you have long 
questions. I thought we only had long answers." 
Tighe began, "Well, I feel like I'm speaking before the 
Young Republicans ... " 
Moore interrupted, "Oh, we welcome a Democrat 
anytime, even if he's uninformed." 
Then Tighe tried to get Moore to admit that maybe, 
MAYBE unemployment is going down here because 
people have left to find employment elsewhere. Moore's 
reply, "Well, they did that (moved out of state) from 
1979 to '84. They haven't moved recently." 
Moore's message: Unemployment and lack of oppor-
tunity drove West Virginians to North Carolina and 
Florida, among other states, while Jay was governor, 
not during Moore's years. I don't know what's worse-
that he said and believes that, or that the audience took 
him seriously. 
Later, Moore told Tighe it was "no wonder you didn't 
get re-elected to the Legislature" and that he was "out 
of his frigging mind" when Tighe made one mistake -
he thought Moore had passed a welfare raise in the 
Legislature, when, in fact, Moore had done so by execu-
tive order. We must remember the golden rule of West 
Virginia politics: What won't pass the Legislature, do 
with executive order. 
Tighe cited some information from a study con-
ducted by a professor at West Virginia University. 
When he told Moore that this study was the source of 
his information, Moore replied, "Well, since I'm at 
Marshall, that's got to be bad stuff. There's no question 
in my mind about it ." He sidestepped, on ce more, the 
issue of West Virginians leaving the state. If it had 
been a study from Marshall and he was speaking at 
WVU, he would have said the Marshall study was "bad 
stuff." 
Tighe believes that Moore embarrassed and humil-
iated him. I agree, but Moore's bullying and badgering 
tactics are symbolic of a state where some people not 
only shout loudly, but carry big sticks. 
John Price, the governor's press secretary, said of 
Moore in a telephone conversation the following day, 
"No one is more polite than the governor, but if you 
push him, he'll push you." And when push comes to 
shove, Moore resorted to imtimidation and humiliation 
tactics that were not only unfair but also unprofessional. 
Moore tried to make Tighe out as a politican of little 
substance. Tighe, who served one term in the House of 
Delegates from 1976-78, is concerned about the direc-
tion West Virginia is headed and it bothers him that 
Moore won't address the obvious. In a letter that 




said, "My goals are not grandiose or unreasonable. I 
simply want to be a social studies teacher and a high 
school soccer coach ... .I do not want to be forced to 
relocate to another geographical area to satisfy that 
goal." If elected to the Senate, he has plans to " jump-
start West Virginia's dead economy." 
Price said Moore was offended by Tighe's question-
ing. " He took a different tone when he knew it was a 
former member of the House of Delegates. He wouldn't 
have been as harsh with a student," Price explained. 
Tighe is a former Legislative member, but currently a 
student, and Moore would have been as harsh with him 
regardless once he figured out Tighe's Democratic 
leanings. 
The College Republicans and other loyal followers 
mimicked Moore's bullying tactics. Tighe was basi-
cally told to shut up by a member of the College Repub-
licans who reasoned that Moore was there to answer 
questions and Tighe should give others the opportun-
ity to ask questions. True, but Moore wasn't answering 
anyone's questions, much less Tighe's. And it's not like 
the faithful in attendance asked Moore the questions 
that every West Virginian should be asking its gover-
nor. 
I spoke to Tighe during the meeting because I wanted 
to see th e statistics he mentioned, talk with him about 
his political experience, and ask him a few questions. 
After a few minutes of speaking softly, at times whis-
pering, a man came up and said we were bothering his 
wife, and we needed to be quiet. 
Then it started - a woman in a green dress said we 
were being rude, disruptive, and here Arch was taking 
HIS OWN TIME to address this crowd and we were 
being disrespectful. Her husband agreed. A rotund 
lady began shaking her head and muttering "rude" 
over and over. A member of the College Republicans, 
following Moore's badgering style, said we'd have to 
step to the back of the room, which was partitioned off. 
I don't know what this monkey thought I was doing at 
Moore's speech, but it's not because I'm inspired by the 
man. While talking to Tighe I was recording Moore's 
political rhetoric on tape for an article, and the damn 
tape won't pick up from the back of that room. When he 
got insistent, I told him he couldn't ask me to do any-
thing, much less leave, because this meeting was open 
to the public. By this time, I was so offended that I did 
leave. I had my story. 
Moore's stop at Marshall was purely political - he 
wants votes and done little to earn them. As a friend of 
mine said later that night, Arch Moore is a tumor and 
we need to remove him. 
This is the last issue of The Parthenon and the editor 
customarily gets the last word. Since I was too swamped 
with the work I had put off all semester to write a 
farewell column, I'll leave you with this quote from the 
movie "Educating Rita": "Life is such a rich and fran-
tic place that I need 'it' (insert whatever vice to which 
you routinely subscribe) to step delicately through it." 
LATER. 
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Yates makes it seven dismissed by Moon 
'' 
CHARLESTON - Marshall Uni-
versity, facing a projected $568,000 
athletic department budget deficit, 
this week fired sports information 
director Mac Yates and three other 
administrators, officials confirmed 
Thursday. 
One of the things that upsets me is that there are people who 
between the announced attendance at 
football games and actual number of 
tickets sold." 
feel his evaluation is correct. 
Mac Yates, former sports information director 
That report, the university source 
said, prompted Tweel's firing. 
"J don't think there's anything sin-
ister," the source said. "They needed 
someone who had a much better 
understanding of how that depart-
ment had to operate." 
The firings bring to seven the 
number of employees dismissed by 
".thletic Director Lee Moon since he 
tr>ok over the department March 1. 
---------' ,. _________ _ 
he, too, had been replaced. 
Yates, an eight-year veteran of 
Marshall athletics, will be replaced, 
as will ticket manager Therese Twee], 
but the jobs of two others fired Tues-
day will remain vacant at least tem-
porarily, officials said. 
athletic director brought about the 
end of his Marshall career. 
"One of the things that upsets me is 
that there are people who feel his eva-
luation is correct," said Yates, chok-
ing back tears. "I don't think I'm 
going to be hurt here. It's probably 
going to be something that will help 
me. 
Also fired Tuesday were Marshall 
assistant ticket manager and assist-
ant track coach Terry Shy and 
athletic department marketing direc-
tor Carol Carrico, official said. Shy 
will not be replaced, but no decision 
has yet been made on Carrico's job, 
officials said. 
Of the seven people released, five 
are women. Three female employees 
dismissed last month were given jobs 
elsewhere within the university. The 
four fired Tuesday won't be given 
that option, the source said. 
Two weeks ago, the school also 
eliminated its swimming program. Athletic committee members had a 
"basic feeling that he was not doing 
his job," said a university official who 
spoke on a condition of anonymity. 
Yates, who has applied for the 
sports information director's job at 
the University of New Mexico, said 
personality clashes with the new 
'Tm honest and I'm fair, and I 
can't do any better than that." 
Moon did not return phone calls 
and could not be reached for comment 
Thursday. 
Yates was the second West Virginia 
sports information director to be fired 
this spring. Shepherd College SID 
Mitch Goodman said Wednesday that 
The athletic department deficit 
includes a projected $394,000 shortfall 
in revenue projections when the fiscal 
year ends June 30 and $174,000 in 
expenses that exceed the budget. 
The firings come amid a university 
campaign to push football season 
ticket sales following the Thundering 
Herd's best season ever. Marshall last 
year finished second in NCAA Div-
ision I-AA football , losing to Nor-
theast Louisiana 4:3-42 in the cham-
pionship game. 
Two-car head-on collision kills two; 
rain-slick state highway cause 
MA YBEURY - A head-
on collision on rain-slick-
ened W.Va. Hwy. 52 in 
McDowell County killed the 
drivers of both vehicles, 
state police said Thursday .. 
The victims - identified 
by Trooper G.L. Woods as 
Clarence Severt, 61, of May-
beury, and Richard Odell III, of Bluefield, Va. -
were declared dead on arrival at Welch Emergency 
Hospital Wednesday night. 
Severt's wife, Elsie Severt, 61, was taken to Blu-
efield Community Hospital where a hospital spo-
kesman on Thursday listed her condition as critical. 
Woods said Odell's small pickup veered into the 
path of Severt's car. He said the wreck occured 
around 6:30 p.m. 
Doctor given payback schedule 
for money acquired in fake billings 
CHARLESTON - A doctor who pleaded guilty 
in federa l court to fraudulently billing the state's 
health insurance system got a five-year payback 
schedule on Th ursday, but the payback will be 
eased because the state owes her money, as well. 
The Public Employees Insura nce Board OK'd the 
deal as outlined by Assistant Attorney Dana Davis 
during an emergency meeting of the board. Dr. 
Lagrimas Sadora is to be sentenced on Monday. 
On Monday, the PEIB was $28 million beh ind on 
payment of medical insurance for state, county a nd 
municipa l employees. It was a t least 90 days 
behind, said executive director Moses Skaff. 
Davis said an independent review by McDonough 
Caperton Insurance Group, which processes claims 
for the PEIB, showed that 87 percent of Sadora's 
billings for treating patients were fraudulent. 
But to avoid a long court proceeding, he said he 
negotiated a deal in which she will owe the state 
$146,957. The funds will be paid back over a five-
year period, after t he amount the state still owes her 
is subtracted. 
A university study group earlier 
this year released a report criticizing 
the school's ticket operations, saying 
"no reconciliation has occurred 
One person killed, 2,800 evacuated 
due to Shell Oil refinery explosion 
NORCO, La. - An 
explosion ripped through a 
Shell Oil Co. refinery 
Thursday, setting off bur-
glar alarms 20 miles away 
in New Orleans, triggering 
a fire that could be seen for 
miles, killing one person 
and injuring 19, officials 
said. 
Residents of the neighborhood near the refinery 
were among the injured, said Sarah Coletti, a spo-
keswoman for Shell, and about 2,800 people were 
being evacuated. 
"It looks like there is something on the ground 
that is burning. It doesn't seem to burn out," said 
Jimmy Greco, riding in a medical helicopter 1,000 
feet over the scene. 
The blast occurred at a catalytic cracker, which 
converts crude oil to gasoline, but no cause was 
known , she said. The fire continued to burn out of 
control 2½ hours after the 3:30 a .m. explosion. 
The blaze cast a glow across t he isthmus between 
the Mississippi River and Lake Pon tch artrain 
upriver from New Orleans. 
The force of the blast blew out windows. In New 
Orleans, the entire metropolitan area was shaken 
awake as the rattling explosion set off burglar 
alarms and reportedly broke some plate glass 
windows. 
Man trapped in elevator killed 
by fire in 62-story office tower 
LOS ANGELES -A fire raged through five 
floors of a 62-story office tower Th ursday, killing a 
man trapped in an elevator and injuring more than 
30 people while a rescue helicopter plucked 10 peo-
ple from the top of the city's tallest building. 
"It looked like Dante's Inferno," fire Capt. Steve 
Varney said. "Everything t hat was burnable, 
burned down. It was just metal and that was red 
hot." 
The fire broke out before 11 p.m. Wednesday on 
the 12th floor of the First Interstate Bank and was 
put out shortly after 2 a.m. Thursday, said firefigh-
ter Gary Svider. 
Leaders of 10-day-old strike seized 
during morning raid on steel mill 
WARSAW, Poland-
Plainclothes police sur-
prised sleeping workers with 
percussion grenades Thurs-
day in a pre-dawn raid at 
the Nowa Huta steel mill 
and arrested the leaders of a 
10-day-old strike, official 
and church sources said. 
An opposition leader said police beat and injured 
41 people at the huge plant in Krakow. The 
government said some work resumed there after the 
crackdown. · 
At the Gdansk shipyard, site of another major 
work stoppage, communist authorities ordered a 
lockout, and police in full riot gear ringed the yard. 
In Warsaw, the national spokesman for the out-
lawed independent Solidarity union federation was 
reported arrested. The government accused strike 
leaders of trying to provoke a crisis in Poland's 
most severe labor unrest since the 1981 military 
crackdown on Solidarity. 
"The momen t of the solution similar to that at 
Nowa Huta is approaching," Solidarity leader Lech 
Walesa said in a taped interview smuggled out of 
the Lenin shipyard in Gdansk. In a tense-sounding 
voice, he vowed to be "the last to leave." 
Reagan's remarks on human rights 
prompt response from Soviets 
MOSCOW - The Soviet news agency Tass 
Thursday issued a blistering comment on President 
Reagan's remarks on h uman rights and accused his 
administration of waging an extensive onslaught 
on civil liberties at home. 
The speech was billed as a scene-setter for Rea-
gan's May 29-June 2 summit meeting in Moscow 
with Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev, but Tass 
ignored Reagan's conciliatory remarks about the 
Soviet Union and focused on the president's 
acknowledgement of problems in his own country. 
In a speech Wednesday in Chicago, Reagan took 
an unusually moderate tone toward the Soviet 
Union and deplored unemployment, homelessness 
and racial bigotry in his own country. 
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Students pay less, athletics get more 
By Jon Merritt 
Reporter 
Marshall students will pay $2 less in 
student fees next year, but fee money 
that previously went for health services 
will be used to help the Athletic Depart-
ment get out of the red. 
The BOR has approved a $2 student 
fees reduction for the next fall and spring 
terms. 
Bruce E. Greenwood, assistant profes-
sor of theater and chairperson of the 
Student Fees Committee, said President 
Dale F. Nitzschke had revised the com-
mittee's original proposal for a $3 increase 
in student fees, and proposed a decrease 
in fees of $2. 
In a meeting last Friday, Nitzschke, 
who has the authority to reject commit-
tee recommendations, presented the com-
mittee a revised plan for student fees. 
His plan called for a reduction of total 
President Nitzschke rejects a 
$3 increase in student fees 
and proposes a $2 reduc-
tion . And even though stu-
dents will be paying less next 
year, the athletic department 
will be receiving more of those 
funds. 
fees by $2. Nitzschke dropped the com-
mittee's request for a $1.25 increase for 
athletics, and a 50 cents increase for the 
Career Planning and Placement Center. 
Nitzschke's plan calls for a suspen-
sion of the money to the health services 
for one year, with the health services 
operating on a $500,000 balance accum-
ulated in the past. 
The money left after dropping fees to 
the health services would be used to aid 
Our leader: 
Working in class, 
on job and in office 
By Becky Gatehouse 
Reporter 
Marshall University has more than 
its share of students who must work 
either part- or full-time, and the stu-
dent body president is typical of the 
students she represents. 
Student Body President Melissa J. 
White, St. Albans junior, spends 10 to 
13 hours a week at her job in the Con-
ference Office, 11 hours a week in 
class, and an additional five to six 
hours a day in the Student Govern-
ment Office. She also attends at least 
five meetings per week as student 
body president. 
Cancelling her lunch to make time 
for this interview in her office on the 
second floor of Memorial Student Cen-
ter, White had to steal bites of her fish 
sandwich between questions about 
where her administration has been 
and where it is going. 
An issue which has surfaced early 
in her term is Graduate Student 
Association-Student Government 
Association tensions. GSA is forming 
its own representative body to deal 
with issues its president, Alvie Qualls 
II, contends SGA does not deal with 
adequately. 
"They can't have any real govern-
ing power. They can only organize 
within the Graduate School," White 
said. She said she encouraged gradu-
ate students to apply for Student 
Senate seats left vacant by Graduate 
School senators resigning. 
White also talked about minority 
students and their lack of participa-
tion in SGA and the small number of 
minority students at the university. 
"I think maybe they (minorities) 
are not encouraged to run (for office)," 
she said. "But we have involved some 
minority students on committees, Stu-
dent Court, and office managing. Hope-
fully by getting involved in the smaller 
parts of SGA they will run for office 
later." 
General participation in SGA and 
Student Senate was also a topic with 
White. The Senate turnover rate caused 
the last administration much frustra-
tion, and the trend may be continuing 
the negative balance in the Athletic 
Department for one year. Intercollegiate 
athletics now receives $37.50 per semes-
ter per full-time student. 
Instead, Nitzschke's plan called for a 
reduction of total fees by $2. Nitzschke 
dropped the committee's request for a 
$1.25 increase for athletics, and a 50-
cent increase for the Career Planning 
and Placement Center. 
His plan includes a 40-cent increase 
for the Student Government Associa-
tion, to be used for graduate student 
research. 
Full-time students now pay $148 per 
semester and will pay $146 next year. 
The committee's requests for increases 
in the other areas were approved by 
Nitzschke. 
Greenwood said this plan would not 
affect any of the services students would 
receive. "Thank God, health services 
has the money to sustain themselves for 
the year," he said. 
this semester as three senators have 
tendered resignations. "It's especially 
frustrating if you see someone doing a 
good job and they resign. But you just 
can't force them to stay in SGA," 
White said. 
Although White is not the first female 
student body president, she is one of 
the few. "A lot of people are used to a 
guy being president and the girl being 
vice president, but most people seem 
to like the idea of us. I haven't noticed 
any difference in the way people treat 
me." 
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dents, but undergraduates can apply," 
White said. "President (Dale F.) Nitzschke 
said the money is to be used to promote 
academics." 
White said the first step in obtaining 
money from the fund is to petition the 
Graduate School dean. If the request is 
approved by the dean, the second step is 
to contact a Graduate School student 
senator who can translate the request 
into legislation. At present the Graduate 
School's senate seats are both empty, so 
any other senator could fill the role, 
White said. 
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for ·wasted rays 
By Kent Corbett 
Reporter 
There is obviously 
a money shortage 
at Marshall and one 
of the factors con-










around $57 a 
day for lights 




ident for finance, 
said the university 
paysover$1,004,000 
to Appalachian 
Power for electricity 
expenses in a fiscal are Out. 
year. 
The Parthenon did an informal survey 
at night and in the afternoon to find out 
how many classrooms in aJl the aca-
demic buildings lights were left on. 
According to the survey, more than 
100 rooms had left the lights on after 
class was over. 
Joe Haynes, administrative assistant 
at Appalachian Power, said one light 
fixture with four, 40 watt fluorescent 
lights will cost 1.2 cents per hour. 
An average room at Marshall has ten 
light fixtures. Thus, the university spent 
approximately $57 on electricity after 
classes were over, according to survey 
results. 
Harry E. Long, director of plant opera-
tions, said, "We've preached about it in 
the past for everyone to turn the lights 
off when they don't need them." 
Long said custodians are advised to 
turn the lights off when they clean in the 
evening but he said it's hard to tell how 
long the lights have been left on before 
the custodians can turn t-hem off. 
Long said memorandums have been 
sent out to faculty and staff in the past 
but he has found that whenever he does 
this, the problem seems to get worse. 
Motion detectors may be in store in the 
university's future, Long said. If there is 
no movement in the room for five min-
utes, the detectors will automatically 
shut the lights off. 
Long said the university hesitates on 
purchasing motion detectors because of 
the expense involved and the fear of 
them being vandalized. 
"It would be nice to have a building 
monitor to make sure the rooms are not 
being used, but we just don't have the 
staff to do that," Long said. 
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CHARLES H. McKOWN, M.D. 
professor of Radiology - M.U. Med School 
- - ---
DEMOCRAT 
FOR PARK BOARD 
Greater Huntington Park & Recreation District 
Pc11d for by Margaret Roebuck 
First Church of Christ, Scientist 
Huntington, WV Invites You To A Free Lecture 
"Trusting God is Effective Care for the Body" 
by Christiane West, C.S.B., of Washington, D.C. 
member of the Christian Science Board of Lectureship 
Cabell County Library (northwest corner of 5th Ave. at 9th St.) 
Child Core Monday, May 9 1988 
Provided 12:00 noon 
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Group For $990.00 Per Apt. 
Will Accommodate 4 Students. 
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President 
NI SCHKE 
Editor's Note: This is the last In a three-
part series on Marshall President Dale 
Nltzschke's first four years as president. 
Part II quoted critics of the president's 
who say Nitzschke is primarily image-or-
iented. Today, Nitzschke's supporters 
defend the man who came from the Uni-
versity of Nevada-Las Vegas in 1984. 
By Greg Stone 
Staff Writer 
Listening to Nitzschke detractors point 
to what they say is his lack of substance 
paints a picture of a lightweight strug-
gling to come to grips with the nuts and 
bolts of running a school. 
Actually, Nitzschke's qualifications are 
many and his experience extensive. The 
ma n whom the Charleston Gazette called 
a "crusader for education" in naming 
him West Virginian of the Year in 1986 
has worked on almost every level of 
faculty and administration in higher 
education. 
Nitzschke began his higher education 
career as an education professor in 1961 
at Loras College in Dubuque, Iowa, where 
he a lso received his bachelor's in educa-
tion in 1959. 
From there came stints at Ohio Uni-
versity, where he rose to associate dean 
of the College of Education before leav-
ing in 1972; at State University College 
of Arts and Science in Plattsburgh, N.Y., 
as dean of education; and onto Northern 
Iowa as that school's education dean 
and to the University of Nevada-Las 
Vegas as vice president for academic 
affairs. 
He earned his master's in guidance 
and counseling from OU in 1960 and his 
doctorate in the same field from OU in 
1964. 
It was at UNLV that Nitzschke won 
the Alexander Meiklejohn Award for 
Academic Freedom for battling Neva-
da's Board of Regents. The Regents 
wanted to replace the faculty tenure sys-
tem with an evaluation procedure, to 
require faculty suspected of being men-
tally ill to undergo examinations by a 
psychiatrist of the university president's 
choice and to lower standards for UNLV 
basketball players. 
Nitzschke fought the measures and 
eventually the board changed the provi-
sions of its code. 
As one can see, the whirling president 
is not unaccustomed to taking on chal-
lenges. So why is he reluctant to speak 
critically while the state, according to 
the BOR's source allocation model, is 
only giving Marshall a little over half 
the money it needs? 
Nitzschke draws his eyes down and 
puts his hand to his chin when asked. 
"Well, I don't know how you can do 
more than we have. Sure you push. You 
push as hard as you can. But that only 
goes so far. After a while you start alie-
nating people." 
Others agree. 
"You can be critical, but you still have 
to work with the system," says Gloria J. 
Rickman, Staff Council president and 
internal auditor. " If you buck the gover-
nor hard enough, it'll come back to haunt 
you." 
"You've got to look at the pbsition he's 
in," says Charles McComas, a senior 
political science major from Hurricane. 
" He has nothing to bargain with. You 
just can't sit there and threaten without 
some sort of power to back it up." 
The school's shortcomings can't be 
blamed on Nitzschke, he says. 
"I don't think he has been as success-
ful in achieving his other goals. But 
that's not really a criticism of him. You've 
got to look at the financial conditions of 
the state. Nobody's having much luck. 
Public education may be having a little 
more success than higher education, but 
not much. The highway lobby is not get-
ting anything. There are some serious 
money problems in this state." 
Money can't be overlooked in any dis-
cussion of the job Nitzschke has done 
here. 
This fiscal year, Buster Neel, vice presi-
dent for financial affairs, says Marshall 
is operating with a $1.25 million short-
fall. Neel says that under the BOR's 
resource a llocation model, Marshall 
should stand to receive about $1.9 mil-
lion more for fiscal year 1988-89, making 
up the shortfall with a little left over. 
But that seems to be Marshall 's story 
- scratching for every last dollar. 
'' I wouldn 't blame him if he did 
leave. When you realize you've 
done everything you can do 
and you keep running into 
obstacles, it's hard. The day 
he leaves will be a very sad 
day for me. 
Virginia Plumley 
Professor of education ____ ,, ___ _ 
"The most frustrating thing is the 
struggling to survive - and I mean that 
literally," Nitzschke says. "Balancing 
budgets, moving money around to keep 
programs alive. Good programs, not 
undersubscribed in student enrollment 
or in any sense of the woi:d. 
"And the other major thing is the 
bureaucracy, the red tape that has a 
stranglehold not just on Marshall, but 
on all of higher education in the whole 
state. I've served in four other states and 
there's no question that the bureaucracy 
here is the worst, which is ironic in a 
way. It's a much smaller state. But for 
whatever reason - and I'm not being 
critical of a single individual or an agency. 
It's just that we're our own worst enemy 
when it comes to providing our people 
the reins to do the job they were hired to 
do." 
Though Nitzschke's whirlwind fund 
raising has more than tripled the amount 
of private money coming to Marshall in 
the last two years, he says those gains 
are being negated by having to make up 
for lost state dollars. 
"Those private dollars are now going 
to support things the state supported 
before but with the cutbacks we no longer 
have those dollars. So we're not gaining 
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All the president's friends 
Fans lend support for 
'education crusader' 
anything. Private dollars are often the 
difference between an average institu-
tion and a quality one. So when you have 
to use that money to keep your doors 
open you don't get that competitive edge." 
"I don't think most people understand 
how the system works," says Dr. Fran-
ces Hensley, associate professor of his-
tory. Hensley started at Marshall in 
1966 as an undergraduate and previously 
taught in another department before 
moving to history. 
"The kinds of things he's doing are a 
long-term investment," Hensley says. 
"It's not going to pay immediate divi-
dends. This resource model - if it comes 
to be (Hensley was interviewed before 
passage of the model Tuesday) - will 
put us in a better funding situation. Peo-
ple have to understand what this state is 
going through." 
But teachers quoted in Thursday's 
installment of this series criticized 
Nitzschke's academic leadership and 
what they say is an alleged lack of sub-
stance, issues not directly related to 
funding. 
"What occurs in the classroom is not 
the job of the president," says Virginia 
Plumley, an education professor in charge 
of Marshall's Learning Resource Cen-
ter. "He can't do everything. If there are 
problems in the classroom, then he has 
the authority to remove someone not 
doing their job. You can only do so much. 
You get there in the morning, he's there. 
If you're there late at night, you'll see his 
car. It's parked in a very prominent 
place." 
Plumley says she's afraid Nitzschke 
will become discouraged with the fund-
ing problems and leave. Nitzschke has 
said he wants to retire from higher edu-
cation at 55. He is 50 now. 
" I wouldn't blame him if he did leave. 
When you realize you've done everything 
you can do and you keep running into 
obstacles, it's hard. The day he leaves 
will be a very sad day for me." 
As for the accusations about the qual-
ity of the faculty, both Plumley and 
Hensley maintain that the problems that 
do exist are minimal. 
"As a matter of fact, I think the aca-
demic environment, at least in my depart-
ment, has gotten better since he's been 
here," Plumley says. "Our standards are 
much higher. Our people have to pass 
the PPST (Pre-Professional Skills Test), 
keep a 2.5 grade point average and we 
have clinical advisers responsible for 
our student teachers." 
"What has that got to do with 
Nitzschke?" Hensley asks, referring to 
why the president should be held account-
able for how teachers are teaching. " I 
can understand there are some disgruntled 
people. But I wouldn't say Marshall is 
hiring teachers who can't teach." 
For Rickman's part, Nitzschke's okay. 
"I can say this - he has never scarred 
the image that I have had of him," she 
says. "He has never let the staff down." 
Rickman says Nitzschke saw to it that 
three clerical workers would get placed 
in other campus departments after they 
were laid off because of budget cuts in 
the Athletic Department. 
" I went straight to him and he helped 
me," she says. 
How does the man himself react to all 
this disc1,1$~iop? Altl)ough the pre!iident 
says he's not as unfailingly optimistic 
as the 1984 version of Dale Nitzschke, 
he's convinced Marshall will hit its stride 
soon. 
Image-oriented programs such as the 
Society of Yeager Scholars are vital to 
fund raising, he says. 
"You've got to find something people 
want to identify with and give to," he 
says. "You know what would happen if I 
went up to people and said, 'I need 
money to improve all the programs for 
all the students in the university'? You 
know what I'd get?" Nitzschke leans 
across the desk to form two circles with 
his fingers - goose eggs. "I'd be laughed 
out of the state. And rightfully so." 
The Yeager program is not cheating 
anyone, as some allege, Nitzschke says. 
"What we've done is single out excep-
tional students," he says. "Everybody 
was free to apply for that. And these 
students are going to have a heavier 
burden to produce more. We can't let 
ourselves get into the proposition where 
everybody is the same. They're not. That's 
a fallacy. There are always those who 
want to throw stones at good programs." 
And with limited fonding, Nitzschke 
has accom'plished tasks outside of image 
building. 
'' I've gotten a lot older and a 
lot grayer ... and in a certain 
sense that may dull some-
what my enthusiasm. It cer-
tainly does not take away any 
from my commitment to make 
things happen , to make 
changes. 
Dale Nitzschke ____ ,, ___ _ 
Ground was broken April 13 for the 
first phase of the $13 million fine arts 
facility, while the old section of the 
Science Building will be renovated soon. 
The university has secured $7 million of 
the $17 million needed for that. 
Also the medical school, though also 
plagued by low funding, won an award 
earlier this semester for its innovative 
style of managing resources. 
Have successes such as these kept him 
going over the last four years? Is he get-
ting discouraged? 
"I've gotten a lot older and a lot grayer. 
I suspect I have become - and maybe 
this is sad - I have become more realis-
tic about the environment in which I 
find myself- and in a certain sense that 
may dull somewhat my enthusiasm. It 
certainly does not take away any from 
my commitment to make things happen, 
to make changes. But my approach 
probably has been modified - my gener-
ally optimistic, enthusiastic approach 
may have been stvmied just a little bit. 
But my resolve is still there and I'm not 
about to relinquish that. I may have 
changed my tactics a little bit - I may 
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. AIDS AND·SEXUALITY: ISSUES FACING GAYS 
Homosexual life hard, society can't accept 
EDITOR'S NOTE: The following Is Part IV In a aeries 
examining AIDS heterosexuallty and homoaexuallty. 
Today's Installment deals with the luues facing homo-
sexuals and how they deal with societal and rellglous 
disapproval. 
By Melissa Huff 
Staff Writer 
Ir you're gay and you decide to acknowledge it, 
some possibilities include 
your-family may disown you, 
your friends may desert you, 
your church may denounce you, and 
your life may be lonely, secretive and, at times, scary. 
But maybe the most devastating of all is the psycho-
logical scars incurred over time by being part of a hated 
group, according to Dr. Elaine Baker, professor of psy-
chology, who teaches a course on human sexuality. 
So why be gay? 
"Just because I had no choice," said one homosexual 
male, "Terry." "It was never a question." 
Gay sources interviewed said one of many miscon-
ceptions about their sexuality is that they make a con-
scious choice. 
Terry asked a heterosexual female, "Did you wake up 
one day and say I think I'm gonna f- some man while 
I'm alive?" 
To heterosexuals who ask him when did he realize he 
was homosexual, he responds: "When did you realize 
you weren't?" 
Actually, the 19-year-old sophomore, like other gay 
people, had always suspected. But he said it wasn't 
until he was 13 that he began a long process of coming 
to terms with his homosexuality. "I didn't want to be 
(gay) and I had big problems with it .... I was very upset 
and very disturbed about it. From that moment on, I 
guess it's been a continual process (of accepting it). 
"If you were forced with these kinds of threats and 
antagonisms, would you choose it? Obviously not." 
His comments tend to make others believe homosexu-
ality ism uch more than a conscious choice or a form of 
rebellion. But the question of what makes a person 
choose a homosexual lifestyle has yet to be settled. 
"It still is absolutely arguable," said Baker. "We 
don't know what makes a person straight, so if we can't 
determine that, (it can't be determined what makes a 
person otherwise)." 
Several theories have been proposed in the psychol-
ogy and sociology fields. 
Some believe it is biological, either genetically or 
hormonally determined. Others argue that it is socially 
learned. They believe something in the child's envir-
onment has made them more inclined toward homo-
sexuality. Still others, including psychoanalyst Sig-
mund Freud, believe everyone is born bisexual but 
makes an unconscious choice at some point. 
Psychologists have changed their definition of homo-
sexuality from a mental illness to a deviant behavior, 
or, even less stigmatized, an "alternative lifestyle." 
Most heterosexuals, including those at Marshall, 
believe homosexuals choose their lifestyle consciously. 
Of 74 students recently polled on campus, 36 stated 
they believed homosexuality was "based on the psy-
chological make up of the person." Only five students 
said it was biological, while 12 said it was socially 
lea med. Six said they think it is a combination of psy-
chological and social factors. 
However, most homosexual sources interviewed 
believed it is biological. That belief carries several 
implications. For homosexuals, it may mean more 
acceptance by society if people think homosexuals 
cannot "help" what they are. 
On the opposite end, Marshall alumnus and lesbian 
Laura Johnson, 24, worried it would result in a "witch-
hunt" on babies. She believed homosexuality would be 
be treated as a birth defect and parents would either try 
to change the child or perhaps abandon it. 
" Dwayne," a former Marshall student, said he never 
was physically attracted to women. He bad sex with 
one woman, he said, when he was still denying his 
homosexuality. " I found it as foreign as most hetero-
sexuals would if they had sex with someone of the same 
sex." 
Dwayne said he fought his urges. " I went through a 
denial stage when I said, 'I am not what my body and 
mind are telling me I am.' Therefore, I needed to con-
form to societal dictates. 
"(Eventually,) I said to myself, '(Dwayne), yes you do 
have to interact with other people but first of all, you 
have to cope with yourself. This meant dealing with my 
homosexuality because to deny it would be to deny my 
existence." 
"Fred," a Marshall student in his mid-30s, had a 
similar experience when he first came to college - the 
place where many young people, often away from 
home for the first time, become sexually active. 
He also had the gay rights movement, which began 
in 1969, on his side. "I had to be honest. I looked in the 
mirror and said, 'You're gay and you're going to have 
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During your 35 to 60 minute 
plasma donation you'll be free 
to read, study or plan that 
next vacation. The money you 
save from your donations will 
help you make your dreams come 
true. And at the same time, you'll 
have the satisfaction of knowing 
your plasma donation can help 
patients in need and save lives. 
WHA T B E TTER 
REASONS 
TO DONA TE 
Hyland Plasma Center 
631 4th Ave. 
529-0028 ... 'l'. ... -·... .. ,. ... , .. ,,.. ~
t·.· .. 
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.ii AIDS AND SEXUALITY: ISSUES FACING GAYS 
to deal with it."' 
Dealing with it means different things to different 
people. Some sources said they felt the need to tell their 
families. Others did not, most citing the fear of being 
disowned as the reason. 
While most who told their parents were not booted 
out of the house, they say their parents do have a lot of 
trouble coming to terms with it. 
Terry, part of a "strict Baptist family," said, "My 
mother's had a hard time with it. But she's never been 
militant about it." 
For one source, however, "hell busted open" when he 
told his family. 
"Bob," who lives in a monogomous relationship with 
Fred, said that when he told his family, "(They) all got 
down in my face. They asked me how long did I intend 
to be this way? They wanted to know what I did in bed. 
They disowned me for a few months. They still refuse to 
come here." 
For others, coming to terms with their sexuality only 
meant acknowledging it to themselves and at most, a 
few select friends. In the company of other friends, they 
hide it. 
Joe, a freshman, said when he is with his male 
friends, he has to hide his sexuality. "My friends don't 
know so I have to talk about girls .... Usually the issue is 
always brought up about AIDS and they'll say 'I hate 
faggots."' 
Several sources said they find a humorous irony in 
unknowing friends who claim they could 'spot a queer 
from a hundred yards out.' 
A lthough funny at times, a homosexual lifestyle 
has its difficult times. 
"Show me a happy homosexual and I'll show you a 
dead queer." So goes a line from the movie "The Boys 
In The Band." But this is a little extreme, say most of 
the sources interviewed. 
While they believed living an alternative lifestyle is 
difficult, few would go as far as the character in the 
movie. In fact, most homosexuals interviewed said 
they probably would not want to change, even if they 
could. 
"Chris," a junior, says his sexuality has caused him 
no real problems - although he has not told his par-
ents. "I have been left alone a lot, and so the opinion 
I've come to value is my own. So it's no big deal." 
' Baker said it is still difficult to go against the norms 
of society which, while growing more tolerant, are still 
largely anti-gay. 
Dwayne said, "It's not easy being a homosexual. It's 
a very rough life. That's not to say it's all unhappy, but 
it's rough when you're on earth and you feel like you're 
on Mars." 
Terry agreed, "If society piles this load of shit on you 
it's got to have some outlet and if it's not a good, crea-
tive one (it can even become self-destructive)." 
Baker said, in fact, the suicide rate among teenagers 
is particularly high for homosexuals. 
One of the problems homosexuals say they encoun-
ter most is once someone knows they are gay, every-
thing the person does becomes filtered through a 
clouded lens. 
Fred explained, "Instead of being interested in how 
(you) perform (your) job duties or how smart (you) are, 
they look at it as what you do in your home with the 
curtains closed - that's what's important." 
Terry said, "Sex is a minute part of my life. It's a 
non-existent part of my life right now. And I don't 
think that it's anyone's business." 
Responding to a recent random survey question on 
homosexuality, one Marshall student wrote, "(Homo-
sexuality is) part of the sinful and moral decay of these 
times." 
That student's remark is significant because it is an 
example of the moral basis underscoring the anti-ho-
mosexual movement in this country: religion. 
TAKE CARE 
OF YOUR LUNGS. t.AMERICAN LUNG ASSOCIATION 
Students Movin' Out? 
Rent a Ryder Truck 
Move yourself, All Your Stuff and Save Too! 
Homosexuality is not a new phenomenon. In fact, 
Baker said throughout history there has been a steady, 
stable population of homosexuals. 
However, since it is so much more "out of the closet" 
these days because of AIDS and the gay rights move-
ment, opinions have become more visible and heated. 
Organized religions are now taking a public stance 
on the issue. 
The Roman Catholic Church believes that God did 
create homosexuals. Homosexuals are not, therefore, 
condemned. It is only when the homosexual actually 
engages in sex that he or she is sinning. 
Father Harold Moore of St. Joseph Catholic Church, 
Huntington, explained, "God makes every person dif-
ferent. Everyone has some weakness to overcome. He 
gives us all taste buds for the hunger to eat. But certain 
foods are always going to be bad to you. For some, he 
gave them yearnings for the same sex. But the action of 
man and man or woman and woman is not natural." 
The only kind of sex that is blessed by God, he says, 
is between a man and woman in the context of 
marriage. 
The Rev. Lawton Searcy ofHighlawn Baptist Church, 
Huntington, has a different view. "God didn't create 
homosexuals. God didn't give us such desires," he said. 
He believes homosexuality, like other sins, came after 
the fall of Adam. 
Searcy says he, like Father Moore, would kick homo-
sexuals out of the church only if they refused to cease 
sexual relations. 
Father Moore, who says men are to strive to be as 
Christ-like as possible, is certain that while Christ was 
asexual, he "would have rather looked at a pretty girl." 
But even the traditional scriptural interpretations do 
not sway Marshall student Fred. "The fundamental-
ists take what they want from the Bible and use that to 
condemn me. They may condemn me, but they can't 
make me feel it ... because I know God has answered my 
prayers before. I could feel t~e spirit touching me." 
E. O'Dell Lucas, Owner 
It's u euy as renttng-" Ryder truck. one way. 
Com pate costa before you mu,; plans for inovtn« at the end or 
the semester; 
lryou're 18orolderand ru,.., aw.lid drl...,.._ licenee.youcan 
use a Ryder trucll. rent-It-here, leave-It-there. Load up your 
stereo. 10-speed. clothes; ~ You"ll still ru,.., room. no 
doubt. for one or two rriends wlib thelrthinga to a bare the C09L 
Compare that to the price or• plape ticloeL Or -.a • bus. 
Plusablpplnc-
Reot a newer truck from the best·malntalned, most clepeDda· 
ble neet In the world - Rydec ~ beat truck money can reDL 
SPECIAL RATE FOR GRADUATING SENIORS 
RYDER TRUCK RENTAL 
2436 1st Ave., Huntington, WV 
529-6300 
1-800-327-7336 
1118 6th Ave. 525-7898 
Congratulations Class of '881 
----------
Stylists: Gregg VanHoose, Barb Nelson, 
Donna Diamond, Cathy.Fowler, Richard Boggs 
And Introducing Our New Stylists: 
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- EBENEZER PROGRAMS 
Outreach program offers help 
By Bonny Rushbrook 
Reporter 
Exciting events are happening at the Ebenezer Outreach Ministries and Marshall 
students are part of it, according to the Rev. Idus Jones, pastor of the Ebenezer 
United Methodist Church. 
The outreach center, 1660 Eighth Ave., is a mission project of the West Virginia 
Annual Conference of the United Methodist Church. 
Directed by Constance Crawford and supervised by Jones, the center provides a 
variety of programs for the Fairfield West community and anyone else who wants to 
participate, Jones said. 
Programs include a pre-school, a 4-H Club, Little Sisters, tutoring, macrame, 
aerobics, a jail ministry, Narcotics Anonymous, a food program, senior citizens and 
a mission project. 
The pre-school, for 3-5-year-olds, has been given high marks from the board of 
education, Jones said. He said it costs only $10 a week per child and the parents' 
income isn't even considered. 
"Even a middle-class person has certain needs," he said. "A teacher might live in 
Ohio and work in Huntington." He added that it can be free to someone who may be 
looking for work. 
Crawford said she enjoys working with the Little Sisters program which is geared 
to ages 8-13. She instructs the girls in personal hygiene, cosmetics, peer pressure, 
drug abuse and AIDS. 
Todd T. Waggy, Huntington senior and VICKS coordinator, works with Jones in 
the jail ministry a nd the pre-school and is in charge of the General Educational 
Development test for inmates at the Cabell County Jail. Passing the GED awards 
inmates the equivalency of a high school diploma. He receives two credit hours for 
his service. In addition, when Jones needed a paid employee for the pre-school, 
Waggy took that job. 
"I tell them to 'think before you jump and don't do something because the group is 
doing it.' " 
Waggy said watching inmates accept what has happened to them and then work 
on their GED to improve their lives, inspires him. 
She said she encourages them to talk about things that are difficult for pre-teens to 
discuss. 
"They motivate me to study harder after hearing them talk about getting their 
GED." 
"We want them to feel like they can talk to me or I encourage them to talk to their 
parents, teachers or school counselors." 
Members of the 4-H Club learn sewing and cooking and occasionally go on outings 
with the Little Sisters. 
"Two weeks ago we went ice skating and we have gone on outings to Charleston, 
Cincinnati and Columbus," she said. "Rev. Jones wants them to get out and see 
other areas." 
He said the Ebenezer program is included in a little black book which lists centers 
in the Huntington metroplitan area where students can volunteer their time. He said 
liberal arts majors are more in demand in the job market than they were previously 
and volunteering provides students with a broader work experience that will place 
them in good stead with future employers. 
Marshall students are participating th~ough the Volunteers and Community 
Service or VICKS program which operates from the Campus Christian Center 
although it is not a Christian-oriented program. 
Waggy said he thinks the pre-school is a positive influence in the community and 
it lifts him up no matter how bad his day has been. 
"Every afternoon at 2:00 when I walk into the center, no matter what has hap-
pened, I'm going to have 10 or 15 students yell, 'Mr. Waggy, Mr. Waggy.' That's a 
gift," he said. 
Health clinic wants a 'community-oriented practice' in town 
By Bonny Rushbrook 
Reporter 
One woman's blood pressure was so high, she was 
ready to have a stroke. Another woman liked the idea 
of seeing a female physician. Still anoth er patient likes 
the idea of no fee. 
For whatever reason, people are trying out the Ebe-
nezer Outreach Center's health clinic, 1660 Eighth 
Ave., and they're coming back. 
The clinic, part of the outreach program provided by 
the Ebenezer United Methodist Church, is staffed with 
volunteers from the School of Medicine's combined 
residency program. It places physicians in under-
served areas of the state as part of their specialty train -
ing, according to Dr. Robert B. Walker, chairman of the 
Department of Family and Community Health. 
"Most of our activity has been in rural areas of the 
state," Walker said. "Although our emphasis will still 
be rural, we felt there was such a great need for a 
community-oriented practice in this part of Hunting-
ton that we deviated from our usual goals." 
Walker said they wanted to develop the program, 
into a true, community-responsive clinic. They have 
established this by featuring a well-baby clinic along 
with the regular health clinic. 
"There is more to health care than acute care," he 
said. "In other words, people can go to Cabell Hunting-
ton, St. Mary's or the Marshall clinics and get good 
care, but they see a different physician each time." In 
addition, he said, the medical staff does not know that 
the person is coming from a area with different needs. 
"It includes more than just medication or hospitali-
zation," Walker said. 
The clinic began nearly three years ago because of 
concern for the health needs of his community, accord-
ing to the Rev. Idus Jones, pastor of the Ebenezer Uni-
ted Methodist Church. 
Jones said Walker recommended Dr. Timothy W. 
Corbett, a resident physician at Marshall, who is 
black. 
"We were pleased with that because he served sor.1e-
what as a role model for the kids," Jones said. "My 
concern is that my people get the kind of role modeling 
that is needed. So I thought this would be the intelli-
gent way to do it." 
Jones said he believes having black and white volun-
teers especially benefits the children, because they 
adapt better to the two-race environment when they 
start to school. 
Although the clinic is only open 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. 
Thursdays, Walker said they hope to open the clinic at 
least five days a week by July 1. 
Walker said first-year medical students can volun-
teer as clerks, interview patients, act as natient advo-
, • l f, , , , ~ "" ' •,' a;: ~ f If • 
cates, and help patients fill out forms . Fourth year 
medical students, under the direction of a licensed phy-
sician, can examine and treat patients. 
Jones said the primary purpose of the clinic is to 
provide free care to residents of the Fairfield West 
community, 15th to 20th streets and the CSX railroad 
tracks to Charleston Avenue. 
"It's not just for Fairfield West, anyone-black or whi-
te-regardless of their financial background." 
Jones said one elderly woman was so ha ppy with the 
free clinic, she gave them a $25 contribution because 
she said it would be even more expens ive than her 
donation if she had gone to another facility. 
He said another woman was found to have such high 
blood pressure that Dr. Corbett sent her immediately to 
the hospital. He said she later returned and thanked 
them because she could have had a stroke. 
Funding for the program comes from a number of 
sources, Jones said. It is sponsored primarily in con-
junction with the Department of Family and Commun-
ity Health and some funds come from the Conference 
Mission Project, Huntington District, and United Metho-
dist Church. Donations also come from local churches 
and the public. 
They publicize the clinic by word of mouth, s peaking 
before churches and service organizations, placing 
posters around the area. Jones said they also depend 
on articles in newspapers and church publications. 
"We think it's a learning experience, not just for the 
people in this community, but for the health providers 
who come here and offer this care," Walker said. 
Jones said he watches the 25 people they average 
each week, and how they react to the clinic and staff. 
He said he believes everyone gain by having both black 
and white cultural experience. 
"I felt that color wouldn't have anything to do with 
it," Jones said. "Medicine is like religion, it can cross 
racial lines as long as the help and need is concerned 
the ." 
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Across From The Huntington Mall 
Barboursville 
OPEN DAILY 9 AM to 9 :30 PM 
SUNDAY 12 to 6 PM 
Pharmacy Phone 
736-2452 
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Bad Chill-out Crash Geek Scarfin Wasted Weasel Mellow-out 
Hey dude, 'chill-out' with lingo Lingo lover's 
guidebook 
By Kelly L. Cline 
Staff Writer 
DIALOGUE: 
"Yo baby," the dude rapped. "Get a 
clue, take a chill pill, and you'll be a 
happy camper. If you'd just get a grip 
and get wasted tonight, even though you 
might have to say 'hi' to the tidy bowl 
man in the morning, everythinR'll be 
bitchin'! Sometimes, you gotta blow off 
and mellow-out or you might just end up 
on 20th Street Hill, (or more bogus, a 
zombied whopper flopper!)" 
TRANSLATION: 
"Excuse me, friend of mine," the 
extremely savvy, street-smart young man 
called out. "You must realize what is 
going on around you, calm down and 
you will be an enthusiastic, smiling indi-
vidual. If you would only ascertain real-
ity, and imbibe in the pleasures of alco-
holic splendor, even though you may 
experience severe nausea in the wee 
hours of the a.m., the world will seem a 
more glorious place. Sometimes it is 
necessary to become an easy-going per-
sonality, or you could inevitably be con-
fined to a state mental institution, (or 
worse yet, become an exhausted asso-
ciate of a fast food establishment!)" 
If you feel as if you have just entered 
the twilight zone, then you probably 
aren't into the lingo used by college stu-
dents today. Jargon is commonplace on 
campuses across the United States. 
From the good-ole-days of"neato" and 
"cool" to today's connotations of "bad" 
and "wicked," the English language has 
undergone change over the years by the 
slang of generations of "word inven-
tors" or groups. 
Slang terms seem to originate within 
distinctive groups of people, according 
to Joseph H. Saling, assistant professor 
of English, who is interested in the sub-
ject oflanguage usage. Musicians, str~et 
cultures and college students develop 
their own slang which sets them apart, 
he said. 
"The primary purpose of slang is to 
identify a group by using language other 
people don't know," Saling pointed out. 
"When somebody not in that group beg-
ins to use their terms, then the words are 
no longer considered slang." 
Saling added that this type of vocabu-
lary-group union sometimes alienates 
those who don't understand the group's 
jargon. 
Although many slang terms change 
over time, some words a nd phrases have 
become adapted to the English language 
and are defined in the dictionary. The 
word "gay," for example, is defined as 
"homosexual" in Webster's New World 
Dictionary. 
The Sisters of 
Alpha Xi Delta 
Would Like To Congratulate 
Their New Initiate 
Karen Fedczak 
PUT YOUR llHGUISTIC 
SKILLS OH THE LINE 
If you're a college graduate with a degree in foreign languages, here's 
your chance to " talk" yourself into a great career opportunity. The U.S. 
Army is seeking linguists, both male and female. If you successfully 
complete training, you'll be putting your experience to workwhile 
earning a good salary to start, with good opportunities for quick 
advacement, plus food, lodging, medical and dental care. 
It's an opportunity that could lead to several civilian career 
possibilities, and give you a real edge on life. Contact your local Army 
Recruiter for more information. 
715 Third Ave. 
Huntington, WV 
(304 ) 529 -4111 
ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAM BE. 
Dr. George T. Arnold, professor of 
journalism, known as a wordsmith in 
the School of Journalism, suggested 
change in word meanings has caused 
people to rethink their statements before 
using certain words. 
"Many people used to name their 
daughters Gaye," Arnold said. "I doubt 
there are very many people calling their 
daughters homosexual (Gaye) these days." 
Arnold said individuals possess four 
or five vocabulary levels for different 
situations in their lives. 
"The point of communication is to be 
understood," he said. "You often adjust 
your vocabulary to the point at which 
you think people will understand you. 
There's nothing wrong with it (slang) as 
long as you can reach back on your little 
shelf and pull out your best vocabulary 
when you need it." 
Kelly J . Hines, former student body 
vice president, said she thinks lingo is a 
necessary part of expressing oneself. 
"We are a generation of expressive 
people who developed our own language 
to convey that fact," she said. "Some of 
us may use it as a way to express our 
generation and what we stand for, but 
for others, it more accurately means 
what they want to say rather than 
standard English." 
Words are often misused by today's 
society, Saling said. 
• BLOW-OFF- forget about or skip 
something. 
• BROWN-NOSER- teacher's pet. 
• BUMMING, BUMMED-OUT- sad, 
depressed. 
• CHILL-OUT OR TAKE A CHILL PILL-
calm down. 
• CRASH- go to bed or pass out (whi-
chever comes first). 
• ELECTRIC BELCH- vomit. 
• FAKE BAKE- tanning bed tan. 
• GEEK- nerd. 
• GET A CLUE (CLUELESS)- have no 
idea what's going on. 
• GET A GRIP- get in reality. 
• GET OUT OF TOWN- " Are you 
serious?" 
• GET REAL- tell the truth. 
• HEY, DUDE- infamous greeting. 
• " l 'M HISTORY, GONE, OUT OF 
HERE!"- Infamous exit line. 
• LIPLOCK- kill. 
•MELLOW-OUT- relax. 
• RAGGING ON SOMEONE- giving them 
a hard time. 
• SCARFIN'- eating a lot, quickly. 
• SCOPIN'- looking for something or 
someone. 
• SMILING AT YOUR SHOES-vomiting. 
• STUD DOG OR STUD PUPPY- a guy 
who's "been around." 
• SUCK FACE- kiss. 
• TOTALLED- completely Intoxicated 
and then depressed, in that order. 
• TOUGH NOOGIES- too bad. 




$72,500. Now hiring, excellent bene-
fits. Call (504) 649-7922 Ext. J-1425. 
FOR RENT 
WALK TO MU Kitchen furn ished, 
AC, water paid. 11-BR, 1 2-BR. Call 
697-2637. 
PERFECT SUNDECK near Ritter 
Park in this tidy 1 BR apt. with large 
furnished kitchen and loads of nat-
ural light! Free refuse pickup. Only 
$210/ month. Don't delay on this 
one. Call 522-0150 or 522-7683. 
Please leave message! 
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY apart-
ments just two blocks from campus 
available for fall. One year lease. 
522-3187. 
VERY NICE one bedroom unfur-
nished apartment available for fall. 
Year's lease required. 522-3187. 
ONE BEDROOM furnished garage 
apartment for rent near Ritter Park. 
Available now. 522-3187. 
SUMMER SCHOOL - 2 BR apt., 
furnished, A/ C. 1680 Sixth Ave. 
Call 523-5615. 
BEECHWOOD APTS. next to MU 
campus. Now leasing summer and 
fall. 1 and 3 BR. 523-6659 or 
886-9116. 
FURNISHED APTS. 1603 Seventh 
Ave. Utilities paid, parking. Sum-
mer/ fall. Reduced summer rates. 
525-1717. 
2 BR APT. Utilities paid, furnished 
kitchen Close MU/ downtown. 
525-7396. 
FOR SALE 
FOUR-FOOT IGUANA Paper 
trained. Vegetarian. Wicker stand 
included. $125.00. Call 523-1655 after 
3:00. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
TYPING IN MY HOME Editing 
included. Call 523-2177. 
PROFESSIONAL TYPING services. 
1555½ Third Ave. (above Giovan-
ni's). 522-WORD. 
NEED ROOMMATE to share luxur-
ious Southside apt. Large, private 
bedroom, laundry room. 696-3267 
or 523-4160. 
TICKET TO SAN FRANCISCO ONE 
WAY $125.00forJune 1, 1988. Call 
523-1398 mornings or 525-4332. 
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Joining moves and music part of his job 
By Virginia K. Crowe 
Staff Writer 
Imagine more than 200 people milling 
about on a football field and you are the 
one who has to organize them into some 
kind of order and maneuver them with-
out mass confusion. One man who can 
do this with relative ease is Dr. Richard 
Lemke, director of university bands. 
An Apple computer makes the basic 
work easier, such as the spacing between 
band members, but the ideas still come 
from Lemkit who said he gets his ideas 
from many different places. "I will just 
sit down and look at shows that we've 
done before," he said. "Most of the time 
the music gives you the ideas if you 
listen to it." 
After 12 years of directing bands at 
Marshall, the Indiana native said he 
does not have a favorite show he has 
created. Although he said there were 
some things the marching band had 
tried that he thought had worked well. 
"Most of the time, when we a re working 
on one show, I tend to tt>: .ik the previous 
show was the best one," Lemke said. 
"I've noticed with the kids, they are 
always saying 'why can't we do last 
Faculty 
on file 
week's show?' " 
Lemke's fall semesters begin a week 
earlier than most professors with band 
camp. During camp, the marching band 
has time to prepare its performance for 
the first football game. "It's really a lot 
easier in band camp because there are no 
other distractions, no classes to go to 
and you can have three rehearsals a day 
instead of one every other day," Lemke 
said. 
Lemke is also known as an extrememly 
enthusiastic basketball fan which he 
contributes to growing up in Indiana 
and it being "just a way oflife" there. He 
usually can be seen at Marshall games 
leading the pep band and giving the 
referees plenty of free criticism on their 
calls. 
However, he said he has never had an 




For copies before work or after 
hours, depend on Kinko's, 
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Creat coptes. creat people. 
• Copies • Office Supplies 
• Convenient Hours • Binding 
• Floppy Disks • Pick Up & Delivery 
331 Hal Greer Blvd. 
(Across from Old Main) 529-6110 
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"1989 MISS WEST VIRGINIA OSA® PAGEANT" 
NO PERFORMING TALENT REQ<JIRED 
If you are an applicant who qualifies and are 
between the ages of 17 and under 25 by February 
I , 1989, never married and at least a six month 
resident of West Virginia, thus college dorm 
students are eligible, you could be West 
Virginia's representative at the CBS-nationally 
televised Miss USA• Pageant• next February to 
compete for over $250,000 in cash and prizes. 
The Miss West Virginia USAe Pageant for 1989 
will be presented at the Radisson Hotel in Hun-
tington, West Virginia, November 4, 5, 6, 1988. 
The new Miss West Virginia U.S.A~ along with 
her expense paid trip to compete in the CBS-
nationally televised Miss USAe Pageant, will 
receive over $2,000 in cash among her many 
Cathy Fowler prizes. All girls interested in competing for the 
Miss Wut Virginia USA9 title must write: 
1989 Miss West Virginia USA® Pageant 
c/o Tri-State Headquarters -Dept. A 
347 Locust Avenue, Washington, PA 15301 
Tri-State Headquarters Phone ls 412/ 225-5343 $: 
Application Deadline ls June 6, 1988. 
·:r: Letters MUST include ll recent • nap•hot, ~_:_l _ ·. ~= brief biography and phone number. 
::,f: •Miu USA• Pageant i. part of the family of Gulf & Western Corp. ;:l i Miu West Virginia-USA® Pa geant Is " A Carvem Production" :&: 
:---== :-_-:-:::. 
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most of the officials and we kid back and 
forth," Lemke said. " I always compli-
ment them when they make a good call. 
Sometimes the fans don't like it, but it is 
a good call." 
Lemke attended Indiana State Uni-
versity where he received his Master's 
degree and he later received his docto-
rate from the University of Iowa in 
music. Throughout his college career, he 
played French horn in many of the uni-
versity bands. 
As far as his classes are concerned, 
Lemke said he wasn't too concerned 
with how the students looked upon him. 
"You just have to do what's right for the 
position. It almost becomes a love-hate 
relationship," he said. 
Parthenon staffers named for fall 
By Latena Price 
Reporter 
The Parthenon staff has been chosen 
for the fall 1988 semester with Abbey 
L. Dunlap, Milton junior, being named 
as editor. 
Concerning next fall's paper, she 
said, "It's going to be. basically the 
same song, a little more defined and a 
helluva lot louder." 
David Jenkins, Parkersburg junior, 
will be managing editor with Teresa 
P lumley , Hamlin junior, as next 
semester's news editor and Eastbank 
sophomore Mary Lewis as Focus 
Editor. 
Jim Keyser, Barboursville junior, 
and Pat Sanders, Parkersburg sopho-
more, will serve as sports editors. 
The position of wire editor will be 
filled by Joyce Schoolcraft-Williams, 
Ripley graduate student, and the 
Impressions editor will be Nick 
Schweitzer, Huntington junior. Spe-
cial Correspondent will be Lalena D. 
Price, Oak Hill freshman. 
Dunlap said no applications have 
been received for the position of chief 
photographer and anyone interested 
can still apply in Smith Hall 311 or by 
calling 696-2521. 
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Moon combats woes with reduced budget 
Eliminating athletic positions part of submitted athletic budget 
By Chuck Richardson 
Reporter 
An Athletic Department budget, 
$236,000 less than the 1987-88 budget, 
has been approved by the Athletic Com-
mittee and submitted to President Dale 
F. Nitzschke. 
Athletic Director Lee Moon submitted 
the reduced budget for 1988-89 as part of 
the effort to reduce a $394,000 shortfall 
in the department. 
The budget proposes a $104,000 cut for 
operating costs and $131,939 in salaries. 
Reports surfaced thjs week that an umber 
of positions were being removed. These 
include the ticket manager, director of 
promotions, assistant track coach and 
possibly the sports information director. 
Earlier, three clerical positions in the 
The Athletic Committee approved an Athletic Department 
budget which will be $236,000 less than that of the 1987-88 
budget. The proposed budget has been submitted to President 
Dale Nitzschke. 
department were eliminated, and the 
swimming program was abolished. 
Few people were talking in the Athletic 
Department Thursday about the reported 
dismissals. Moon refused to comment 
about the personnel actions. It was 
learned that these were discussed Wed-
nesday in an executive session of the 
Athletic Committee. 
The main cuts in the operating budget 
were Big Green, $96,300 (no funding at 
all for 1988-89); the swimming program, 
$42,037; men's basketball, $10,018; foot-
ball, $7,452; soccer $6,477 and men's 
track $5,045. 
Moon said some programs look like 
they will recieve an increase when really 
they will not. "One example is the train-
ing room where student athletes have a 
$22,000 insurance, and it looks as if the 
program will have an increase; but it 
will not." 
The biggest increase will be in admin-
istration with $34,881. Also the training 
Steepl~chase st~r runs 
toward _personal goals 
By Jim Higgins and Doug Smock 
Reporters 
For most athletes, the performance 
turned in by Todd Crosson in the April 
23 Southern Conference track champion-
ships would have been enough. But Cros-
son had other goals in mind. 
Although Crosson, Connersville, Ind., 
senior, shattered the 11-year-old South-
ern Conference record for the 3,000-meter 
steeplechase, he had hopes of qualifying 
for the NCAA championship meet. 
Crosson's time of8 minutes, 49.7 seconds, 
was more than 10 -seconds faster than 
the previous best of 8:59.8 set in 1967 by 
Terry Donnelly of William and Mary. 
He was, however, 3.7 seconds off the 
8:46 qualifying standard for the NCAA 
meet. · · 
He fell short again Saturday in the 
Penn Relays, finishing in 8:58.9, which 
was good for sevlmth. He has two chan-
ces remaining - this Saturday at home 
in the Twilight Invitational, and May 14 
in the University of Pittsburgh Invi-
tational. 
Crosson also won the SC steeplechase 
in 1987 and holds the Marshall track 
record of 8:56.3. 
In the SC meet, held at Virginia Mil-
itary Institute, he said the conditions 
were ideal for good times to be run. Cros-
son assumed an early lead, but after 
three laps of the 7 1/2 lap race, he 
realized that he wasn't alone. Greg 
Hoofnagle of VMI was trailing close. 
Crosson, who spent the early part of 
the season recovering from an achilles 
injury he suffered in the indoor season, 
polished Hoofnagle off at the water jump. 
"He put it together," said Track Coach 
Dennis Brachna. "He attacked the bar-
riers like he's never attacked them before. 
He feels that was his main thrust for 
improvement. At the water jump, he 
picked up five yards on the VMI guy 
every ti~e. The. VMI guy would be clos-
ing on him, -but he got it back at the 
water jump." 
As Crosson approached the final lap, 
Hoofnagle was gone, and Crosson was 
on his own against the clock. After hear-
. ing his seven-lap time of 8:08, Crosson 
realized that the NCAA qualifying stan-
dard was withi~ reach. 
"He only needed 38 seconds the last 
200 meters, and he was averaging 35 
seconds per (200-meter) split," Brachna 
said. 
On the final water jump, he strode 
deeper into the water than usual, caus-
ing him to stumble and fall. He reco-
Crosson 
vered but fell short of the NCAA qualify-
ing standard. 
"He got so excited, he tripped over the 
barrier," Brachna said. "He regained 
composure and finished strong, but the 
trip was enough to break his momentum." 
Following graduation this month, 
Crosson has plans to marry Marshall 
alumnus Jennifer Wooten in July. The 
zoology and psychology dual-major plans 
to remain in West Virginia, doing ecol-
ogy work for the government. 
Baseball coach reflects on team and players 
By Mark Stein 
Reporter 
Wrapping up the baseball season Wed-
nesday with the rainout of a double-
header gave the Marshall team oppor-
tunity to view personal and team accom-
plishments. 
The Thundering Herd finished with a 
23-17 record, including a 7-9 mark in 
Southern Conference play. Head Coach 
Jack Cook said,"We played well in the 
beginning but tailed off at the end after 
we had all those injuries." 
Cook was referring, in part, to the 
injuries of the Piepenbrink brothers, John 
and Dave. John broke a knuckle in a 
game at Appalachian State, and Dave 
injured his shoulder in a melee against 
VML 
The Herd finished second in the 
Southern Conference behind Appalach-
ian State in hitting percentage with an 
average of .328. "We had several kids in 
the top twenty in individual catagories 
in the Southern Conference," Cook said. 
room has a $16,913 increase. 
Marshall Memorial Invitational will 
receive a $15,562 increase; concessions, 
$5,204 increase; and women's basket-
ball, $3,863 increase. The increase in 
women's basketball comes from playing 
the Southern Conference Tournament at 
home last year. 
Moon said, "Playing the Southern Con-
ference Tournament here saved us $2,000 
to $3,000, but next year the tournament 
is in Johnson City, Tenn., and that 
money will be used for that." 
Proposed total funding for 1988-89 is 
$2,996,038, leaving a projected balance 
after expenses of$43,522. Major funding 
sources are ticket sales, $892,700; stu-
dent fees, $560,000; donations, $500,000; 
appropiated funds, $332,946; concessions, 
$240,000 and tuition fee waivers, $208,342. 
Proposed tickets sales total $892,7000. 
Brighter lights 
wi ll illuminate 
Fairfield's futu re 
By Lisa Hines 
Reporter 
Bright lights and night games are 
ahead for the football team and its 
coaches, if everything goes as planned. 
The Athletic Committee met Wednes-
day with Athletic Director Lee Moon to 
discuss the passing of the proposed budget 
plan and the new issues of the Athletic 
Department. 
A primary issue was the new lighting 
system to be placed in Fairfield Sta-
di um. The new lights should be installed • 
in time to kick off the 1988 season, 
according to Moon. 
Moon said bids will be taken for the 
l\ghting system, and as soo.p as a com-
pany is identified to· do the job, it will 
take three to four weeks to get the lights. 
''If everything goes as planned, we 
would like to receive the lights by late 
August or early September to allow for 
night games to be played at the sta-
dium," Moon said. 
The recommendation by the commit-
tee is to have the day games begin in late 
October and last throughout the rest of 
the season, but night games will be 
played through September and the early 
part of October. 
The new lights are not permanent 
because if the university should get a 
new football stadium, the lights can be 
transferred to it, Moon said. 
He also said he believed this to be a 
good investment because the lights can 
be removed and placed in other stadi-
ums or even in the baseballl field. 
The issue of a new public announce-
ment system was also discussed, but the 
budget prohibits money to be spent in 





Movies waiting in wings to dish out 
horror, drama and tons of comedy· 7 
A creature has evil written on his 
mind and .ugly written on his face In 
"Phantasm II." Peter Weller and Sam 
Elliott star In "Shakedown." Natasha 
Richardson stars in the story of Patty 
Hearst, a film based on Hearst's book, 
"Every Secret Thing." 
u: ?Zi 
Gifted 
By John Gllllsple 
Impressions Editor 
Some big name and some not so big 
name stars will soon have new movies 
coming out. Some will be successful 
and many will not, but that's show 
business. 
"Shakedown" stars Sam Elliott and 
Peter Weller in an action film trying to 
solve the death of an undercover cop in 
New York City. 
For drama fans Natasha Richard-
son, Vanessa Redgrave's daughter, will 
star in "Patty Hearst," a film sche-
., 
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duled for an August release being made 
in consultation with Hearst and based 
on her book, "Every Secret Thing." 
Comedy fans have much to look for-
ward to in the summer, the standard 
season for lighter films. Dan Aykroyd 
and John Candy star in "The Great 
Outdoors," set for a June release and 
depicting the rivalry between two bro-
thers-in-law during a family vacation. 
Richard Dreyfuss stars as a strug-
gling actor impersonating the presi-
dent of a Caribbean island country in 
"Moon over Parador," set for release in 
early August. 
Horror fans have "Phantasm II" to 
look forward to or to dread in July. 
According to the press release, the Tall 
Man returns in this sequel "to destroy 
the remaining survivors of the 
original." 
Student records tape in pursuit of dream 
By Steven Ring 
Reporter 
Being a college student keeps a per-
son busy, but one Marshall music 
major, who is also a recording artist, 
stays especially busy in pursuit of her 
dream. 
Becky S. Allen, St. Albans junior, not 
only attends classes, studies and does 
assignments, but also performs as a 
singer of Christian music. She said in 
addition to her goal to be a music 
teacher, she aspires to be a profes-
sional singer of contemporary Chris-
tian music. 
A recent Nashville recording session 
has moved Allen a little closer to her 
goal. She received the session as her 
prize for placing first out of approxi-
mately 27 vocalists in last year's Tri-
State Gospel Talent Search in Ash-
land, Ky. The result of the recording 
session was a tape, which Allen titled 
From Rebekah with Love. 
Concerning the tape, Allen has per-
sonally sold 300 copies and h as applied 
for a license that would allow her to 
sell the tapes in stores. 
Allen said the tape has been a form 
of publicity, giving her more opportuni-
ties to sing Christian music. 
When asked about her choice of 
music, she said, "I feel everyone has a 
specific call in life, and for my calling, 
it is, at this time, in Christian music. I 
have a gift from the Lord, and I want 
to use it for Him." She added, " I was 
raised in church all my life, and I grew 
up with the appreciation for Christian 
music." 
At Marshall she is a member of 
Chamber Choir and has been in the 
operas "Suor Angelica," "Hansel and 
Gretel" and "The Sorcerer," in which 
she played the lead female role. 
"By coming to Marshall, I have 
gathered the vocal techniques to 
further my music ministry (Christian 
music ministry)," Allen said. 
Although her busy schedule "gets 
rough," Allen said she perseveres 
because she wants to be the best that 
she can be. 
She added, "I think what keeps me 
going is that I want to enhance and 
develop my gift (from God)." 
Becky S. Allen, St. Albans junior, won 
a recording session and recorded a 
Christian music tape after winning 
last year's Tri-State Gospel Talent 
Search In Ashland, Ky. 
. 





Review by Kimberly Mitchell 
Staff Writer 
If the intention of the new Uni-
versal Pictures release "Casual 
Sex?" was to get people to realize 
the dangers the title implies, then 
they should have stopped after the 
first 10 minutes. 
During this time you are intro-
duced to Stacy (Lea Thompson) 
and Melissa (Victoria Jackson). 
They stand against a black back-
drop and proceed to tell you how 
their sex lives have been changed 
by the AIDS scare. Stacy has 
many humorous flashbacks while 
poor Melissa only has two and 
neither were memorable. 
So after 10 months of celibacy 
Stacy convinces Melissa that they 
should go to an exclusive health 
spa for their yearly vacation. There 
they are sure they will find some 
safe men. Well, I guess the concept 
was good, but the development 
leaves a lot to be desired. And the 
plot is s00000 predictable. From the 
time they arrive it's obvious, from 
the cast, who will ultimately end 
up with whom. And there really is 
no point to even try to find any 
humor in the plot. The asides, 
dream sequences and jumping for-
ward at the end hinder this already 
weak film rather than enhance it. 
However, it has a couple of 
redeeming qualities. One is the act-
ing of Andrew Dice Clay who por-
trays the Vin Man. He is a limou-
sine driver from Jersey who has 
come to the Oasis Health Club to 
improve his "great body." As you 
can gather from this description, 
he is a total turn-off at first, but 
ends up a winner. 
Jackson is also hilarious as a 
sexually repressed woman of the 
80s. Her babyish voice grates on 
you from time to time, but it is 
completely in tune with her char-
acter. (Trivia bit: She really does 
talk like that.) 
However, Thompson a nd the 
others just never really click, but it 
isn't the fault of the actors. The 
script is at its best weak and that 
is really stretching it. 
As for those of you who were 
planning to take in this movie let 
me offer you a few words of heart-
felt advice: Wait until it comes out 
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